New Website for used Liebherr Earthmoving Machines

- Relaunch of the Liebherr used machine website for earthmoving machines
- The main data of various machines can be compared
- Clear presentation of used machines on the newly designed site

Kirchdorf / Iller (Germany), 22 October 2015 – Liebherr has given its online used machine portal for earthmoving machines a major revamp. The new site http://used.liebherr.com is now online. All used machines from the Liebherr Earth Moving Division will be available for sale on this internet platform.

On its newly designed website, Liebherr enables its customers to compare and buy used earth moving machines. Mobile and crawler excavators, wheel loaders, crawler tractors and loaders and telescopic loaders from the Liebherr organisation are all available for sale. The Liebherr production plants work closely with their dealers and their own offices to provide this service.

The http://used.liebherr.com website provides an up to date overview of all used earth moving machines which are currently available from Liebherr. Improved filtering enables used to select and find precisely the machines, working tools and spare parts they require. Users can also place items and products on a personal wish list on the new website. This enables them to compare the main data of various machines.

The newly designed website also allows several and larger images than was previously possible. This enables potential buyers to obtain a better impression of the used earth moving machines. Google Maps is also integrated. This enables users to find the location of the machine quickly and easily.
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